Business license compliance can be a big burden on the day-to-day activities in your business. The licensing experts at CT ensure that your company remains compliant while you focus on your business through our online web portal and our team of experts.

CLiC is the most effective and only license compliance and project management tool available. CLiC allows you the ability to quickly access all license information in one central location. Clients have a clear view into their license portfolio through CLiC with full-service outsourcing and utilize CLiC as a monitoring tool for their organization.

CLiC is a web-based business license compliance program specifically for managing license filings and renewals. The platform allows companies across various industries, in all 50 states, to manage their license portfolios effectively and efficiently.

Outsource all business license tasks to CT.

Ask your account manager about our secure, web-based software to easily view and manage all your renewals and documents in one place. You can rely on CT to manage all licensing matters. Let our experts handle the license research and license filing duties facing most businesses. We fulfill these administrative chores more cost-effectively and free up your personnel to focus on other valuable tasks.

We will:

- Help navigate the frequently changing regulatory environment
- Complete and submit application forms to proper authority
- Achieve fast results
- Help avoid succession issues as a result of employee turnover
- Offer you a hands-off but eyes-on approach to your license management via CLiC
CLiC allows you to access your entire license portfolio from any device that has internet connectivity. You can add notes to each license, manage renewals, and edit licenses right in your account, as well as search and filter all license fields and import and organize important license documents. Plus, you get license functionality; order new licenses and upload licenses any time.

Accessible

With CLiC, you can see the overview of your license portfolio and all the details in one place. View all licenses, including renewal and issue dates, jurisdiction fees and application status. Stay on top of status updates and receive notifications of expirations. View, print, email and fax any license documents within CLiC. CLiC empowers you with unlimited reporting capabilities. Run Excel reports to quickly preserve all data for bookkeeping.

Organized

Automatically have CT handle all license renewals so you don’t have to deal with the jurisdictions. Your employees can concentrate on other tasks while we handle every licensing aspect. Upload all renewable licenses into your CLiC account and our team of experts take over the preparation and filing of all renewals. We will follow up with the proper governmental authorities to ensure these registrations and filings are processed and remain in good standing.

Cost-Effective

Your business licenses and account information are safe with us. With CLiC, you get a password protected portal and authority over who has access and to what degree (i.e. edit licenses). Multi-layered protection for renewals gives you greater peace of mind. You will receive notifications from CT so you won’t have to rely on government entities.

Secure

We’ll do the heavy lifting, and you’ll have real-time access to your licensing information. Log into CLiC to:

View your licenses.
View all your existing licenses in your selected jurisdiction. Run reports, view your application status, see all renewal dates and associated state fees.

Manage your documents.
All important documents associated with your licenses can be stored in our secure online system and are accessible when needed for renewals, new filings, or state requests. Upload all license-related corporate documents and email, print or fax directly from CLiC.

To learn more about how we can help you manage your business licenses contact a CT Service Representative at 855.316.8948 or click here for more information.